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Abstract. We present ongoing work to harness biological approaches to
achieving highly efficient egocentric perception by combining the space-
variant imaging architecture of the mammalian retina with Deep Learn-
ing methods. By pre-processing images collected by means of eye-tracking
glasses to control the fixation locations of a software retina model, we
demonstrate that we can reduce the input to a DCNN by a factor of 3,
reduce the required number of training epochs and obtain over 98% clas-
sification rates when training and validating the system on a database
of over 26,000 images of 9 object classes.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we report the results of an experiment [3] that combines a high-
resolution 50K node software retina [2,6,5] with a custom designed DL architec-
ture (based on DeepFix[4]) coupled to an image stream collected by Tobii Pro
2 eye-tracking glasses [1] (Figure 1) worn by a human observer. Our objective
is to allow a human operator to collect appropriate training data for a software
retina-based egocentric perception[10,5] system simply by looking at objects.
These objects may then be recognised in images collected by a human observer
using eye tracking glasses, or a machine observer equipped with a saliency model
to direct visual gaze.
The space-variant sampling within the retina, as illustrated in Figure 2, af-
fords almost two orders of magnitude data reduction to the brain. Furthermore,
the pathway from the retina to area 1 in the visual cortex (V1) computes a form
of complex-log conformal mapping that affords a degree of scale and rotation
invariance to the appearance of fixated objects[6,7,8]. We previously reported
that this mapping can reduce the input visual data rate by a factor of ˜×7 for a
4K node retina and ˜×16.7 for a 50K node retina. A corresponding network size
reduction of ˜40% and ˜83% is obtained respectively, however, at the expense of
an F1 classification score reduction of 0.86% to 0.80% as reported at [6,5].
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In this paper our objective is to demonstrate that we can achieve state-of-
the-art recognition performance using our high-resolution retina implementation
while also achieving efficiency gains. In addition, we wanted to investigate the
potential to adopt a human observer for directing our software retina’s gaze to
thereby construct a truly egocentric perception system suitable for both humans
and robots.
2 Approach
Our processing pipeline comprises four stages: image capture, fixation cluster
extraction, retina transformation and DCNN processing. Following image col-
lection using the Tobii glasses, described below, the images for the observations
of each object are composited, in order to allow the individual fixations associ-
ated with each observation (fixation) to be overlaid on a single reference image.
This approximate alignment was initially achieved by means of SIFT descriptor
matching and extraction of the inter-image homographies, however, we discov-
ered that simple head stabilisation was sufficient to achieve the required image
registration. K -means clustering is then applied to these co-referenced fixation
locations, where K has been set to 1% of the number of fixations in the ob-
servations for the current object class. This both reduces the number of fixated
training images to manageable numbers and also selects locally coherent clusters
of fixations, whose convex hulls are used to locate the software retina within the
input image, as shown in Figure 1. The smaller cortical images produced by the
retina are then input to the DCNN for both training and inference purposes.
Fig. 1: Left, Tobii Pro2 Eye Tracker Glasses; Right, Fixation clustering following
homography alignment
3 Data collection
A custom interface was developed to allow an operator to control the acquisition
of images using the Tobii Pro 2 eye tracking glasses. The two observers who
participated in this experiment were instructed to look at locations on the surface
of each object which seem particularly salient, or diagnostic of each object’s
identity, when collecting images. In order to obtain usable image data, it was
necessary to stabilise observer’s head by resting their chin on a desk surface
while observing each object using the Tobii glasses and also by their consciously
minimising any head movement.
A data set of over 26,000 images was collected using the Tobii glasses, split
into three categories: Training, Validation and Test. Each of these categories
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contains 9 object classes: Eggs, Gnocchi, Juice, Ling, Milk, Rice, Strep, VitC
and Yogurt. Each of the data categories comprises the following proportion of
the total data: Training 80%, Validation 18% and Test 2%.
Fig. 2: Left-Right: Retina Sampling, Fixation Crop Image, Corresponding Cor-
tical Image, Example Cortical Images of the 9 Object Classes Captured
4 Building a DCNN classifier
Inspired by Kruthiventi’s DeepFix [4] network we developed a hand-optimised
DCNN architecture comprising seven convolutional layers(CLs), each followed
by a max pooling layer. The input shape to the first convolutional layer was
(399, 752, 3). All seven CLs have a rectifier activation function. The first two
CLs have been configured with 32 convolution filters, the second two CLs with
64 convolution filters, the fifth CL comprises 128 filters while the final two CLs
comprise 256 filters. In all seven convolution layers the filters are 3x3 in size and
each of these layers is coupled by a 2x2 ReLU max pooling function. Thereafter,
the output of the last pooling layer has been flattened prior to being coupled
to three fully connected(FC) layers, each comprising 132 nodes and a final fully
connected layer configured with nodes corresponding to the number of output
classes, in this case 9. Each FC layer had a rectifier activation function. While the
activation function of the output layer was set to softmax, to provide accuracy
and loss values ranging from 0 to 1. The classifier was optimised using stochastic
gradient descent and categorical cross entropy was used to compute the loss
function. Drop-out was set to 50% and only applied between the first two fully
connected layers.
5 Cortical and Fixation Crop image DCNN validation
In order to compare the performance obtained when pre-processing images using
the software retina, as opposed to classifying standard images, two DCNN models
were trained: the first with fixation crop images of size 926x926px and the second
with the cortical images of size 399x752px. Examples of fixation crop and cortical
images are given Figure 2. These images were also normalised prior to being input
to the DCNN.
The cortical image classification DCNN model was trained using 270 steps
per epoch (total number of images/batch size), where the batch size was set
to 64 and the training and validation data sets comprised 21,310 and 4,800
images respectively. This model required 55 minutes processing time to execute
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18 epochs and produced 98% validation accuracy. Figure 3 shows the accuracy
and loss respectively. 6 seconds of processing time were required for this model
to classify the data in its test set, resulting in an average accuracy of 98.2%.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the fixation crop of an original image contains the
retina’s field of view, but retains the full image resolution. In order to benchmark
the performance of the cortical image DCNN classifier, a DCNN model was
trained using the full-resolution fixation crop images. In this case 1217 steps per
epoch were used (again total number of images/ batch size) where the batch
size is set to 16 and the training and validation data sets comprised 19,485
and 4,390 images respectively. The batch size had to be reduced to 16 from 64
used for the cortical image DCNN, because the increased numbers of pixels in
the fixation crop images invoked a Tensorflow memory exhaustion error at any
larger batch size. The resulting accuracy and loss are shown on Figure 3. This
model required 2 hours and 30 minutes to execute 18 epochs and produced 99%
validation accuracy. 12 seconds of processing time were required for this model
to classify the data in its test set, resulting in an average accuracy of 99.5%.
Fig. 3: Left-Right:Cortical image accuracy, Cortical image loss, Fixation Crop
image accuracy, Fixation Crop image loss, all versus training epoch.
In both the cortical image and fixation crop classification experiments, the
validation accuracy obtained for each classifier is close to the corresponding train-
ing accuracy result. Given the limited range of observations when the observer’s
head is constrained to be stationary, the captured images will be correspondingly
similar. However, due to the non-linear nature of the retina transformation, the
cortical images continue to exhibit significant variation in appearance.
6 Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated the viability of using human fixations to drive
software retina image sampling and subsequent training using our own DCNN
model. Excellent classification performance on a database of 9 object classes and
a factor of 3 reduction in the size of the input network has also been obtained
(˜ ×16.7 visual data reduction). However two key challenges remain: Firstly, in
order to benefit fully from the data reduction afforded by the retina mapping,
we must implement a custom network layer which is connected directly to the
retina output samples, as opposed to generating a cortical image which is a much
less efficient representation. Secondly, the current experiment required the head
of the observer to be constrained in order to be able to obtain sufficiently over-
lapped images to undertake fixation cluster analysis. An auxiliary network is
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under investigation to both predict potentially diagnostic fixation points on the
surface an object being learned and also to undertake (soft) object segmentation
based on views of the same object taken from arbitrary and partially occluded
viewpoints (e.g. when holding an object and inspecting it) to facilitate uncon-
strained egocentric data collection and classification by means of eye tracking
glasses.
7 Addendum
Subsequent to preparing this paper, our recent investigations [9] have now re-
vealed that simply subsampling the cortical image can produce a network in-
put data reduction of ×11.5 without compromising performance when under-
taking the eyetracking-based classification task described above. Furthermore,
by adopting a scattered datapoint gridding algorithm, developed for astronomy
purposes [11], we have been able to produce cortical images which yield both a
network input data reuction of ×10.8, and also a modest increase in classification
accuracy.
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